VA Regional Office
AFGE LOCAL 520
PO BOX 1778
COLUMBIA, SC 29202
September 4, 2014
Chairmen, Ranking Members, Members of the US House and Senate Committees of Veterans
Affairs and the Secretary, Department of Veterans Affairs
Dear Committee Members and VA Secretary:
'

.

AFGE Local 520, the exclusive representative of the bargaining unit of VARO Columbia, SC,
wants to address the issue of the VBA's unsolved processes and double standards.
Excerpts from the article, DoD, VA still not moving medical records in a timely fashion, Federal
News Radio 1500AM, August 29, 2014 identifies a systematic problem in the process that is still
not fixed.
> "HAIMS, the Health Artifact and Image Management Solution, was designed to give VA
essentially instant access to the complete, certified military medical records of anyone
who left service after Jan. 1 of this year. In theory, DoD is supposed to scan the complete
records of anyone separating from the military into HAIMS, and from there, they're
electronically transferred into VA's new electronic claims processing system, VBMS.
Moving the records quickly is important, because in many cases they're a key part of the
evidentiary process VA officials use to determine whether and how much disability
compensation a veteran is entitled to.
> But in reality, the new electronic process isn't much speedier than the old paper one — at
least so far — according to a new report VA's inspector general released on Thursday.
The audit blames both DoD and VA for sluggishness in transferring patient treatment
records.
> Between Jan. 1 and June 3, VA asked DoD for 7,300 electronic service treatment records.
DoD had only completed 29 percent of those requests at the time of the audit — 71
percent were still pending. And out of the 2,100 requests DoD did complete, only 18
percent were turned around within the 45-day legal deadline. Some 4,200 electronic
records requests were still overdue.
> And those are just the delays on the DoD side of the information chain. The auditors
pointed out that since the two departments are only using the electronic process for
newly-separated veterans, the vast majority of VA's new claims still rely on paper
treatment records, so HAIMS is unlikely to help matters much even if the electronic
process were working perfectly.

> For example, the IG's data shows that the biggest single category of brand new claims it
received last year came not from Iraq and Afghanistan war veterans, but from vets who
served during the Vietnam era. And while all of VA's regional offices are now using the
paperless VBMS system to process claims, the service treatment records for any veteran
who left the military before this year are still on paper, in giant warehouses in St. Louis,
Missouri. Those records eventually make their way into VBMS, but VA is only scanning
the paper records into the system after a veteran submits a new claim. There are no plans
to proactively convert the entire stockpile of paper records at the National Personnel
Records Center and VA's Records Management Center into an electronic form so they're
available on demand.
> As a result, it takes, on average, 48 days between the time VA claims staff request a
record and the time it's available in VBMS. That's on top of the average 63-day span
between when a claim is first in the system and VA actually requests a treatment record.
> All in all, the average timeline between when a veteran submits a new claim and his or
her military treatment record is available to a claims adjudicator is 131 days, auditors
found. That process alone is enough to make a claim qualify as backlogged: VA's
definition is 125 days.
> VA officials did tell auditors they've implemented processes that should considerably
shrink that 131 -day window. Changes the department made to VBMS beginning in June
will automatically request a veteran's military treatment record as soon as a new claim is
entered into the system instead of relying on regional office staff to manually request it.
The same automatic requests will happen for the new electronic records in HAIMS.
> VA says the new process should be fully in place by March of next year."
The Centralized mail process has not been examined by anyone. I have personally been involved
in this process and it must be investigated by a third party immediately. The delays caused by
electronic records not beginning scanned timely only delays the claims process and causes
Veterans to wait longer.
Another major problem is the Veteran's personal identifiable information, health information,
and other records are in the hands of contractors. The Veteran sends his records to VA, but is
VA ensuring the security of these records? Do you remember "shredder gate" in 2008?
"The probe discovered 41 of the VA's 57 regional offices, including Columbia, had 500
records wrongly slated for shredding. The VA further determined that half of those
records were found in shredder bins at the Columbia office and at two other offices, St.
Louis and Cleveland." Veterans affairs probe: Records found in shredder bin, The State,
November 6, 2008
_

After this revelation, the VBA implemented an elaborate paper management program. However,
the HVAC hearing on July 14, 2014 reveals that claims are still being placed in boxes and
shredded. This hearing necessitated a 100% review of all VBA offices.

If this is not a wake call to all, maybe this should be:
Former VA Contractor Arrested In Connection With Stolen Identity Refund Fraud
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
August 21,2014
Tampa, Florida - United States Attorney A. Lee Bentley, III announces the unsealing of
an indictment charging Willie Streater with five counts of wrongful disclosure of health
information, two counts of access device fraud, and one count of aggravated identity
theft. If convicted, Streater faces a maximum penalty of 10 years in federal prison on
each count of wrongful disclosure of health information and access device fraud, to be
followed by two additional years' imprisonment on the aggravated identity theft charge.
The indictment also notifies Streater that the United States is seeking a money judgment
in the amount of $1,146,745.35, the proceeds of the charged criminal conduct.
According to the indictment and information presented in court, Streater is a former
employee of a shredding company that had a contract with the U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs to shred documents at the James A. Haley Tampa VA Hospital. Streater
stole documents intended for shredding that contained the personal identifying
information of U.S. veterans. Streater then sold the stolen documents to individuals
engaged in filing fraudulent tax returns in order to steal tax refunds from the U.S.
Treasury.
"Today's arrest was the result of a three-year multiagency investigation involving local,
state, and federal offices," said Special Agent in Charge Monty Stokes, U.S. Department
of Veterans Affairs Office of Inspector General - Southeast Field Office. "It is
representative of the cooperative efforts of law enforcement to protect veterans'
personally identifiable information and hold those accountable who engage in fraud
against veterans."
An indictment is merely a formal charge that a defendant has committed a violation of
the federal criminal laws, and every defendant is presumed innocent unless, and until,
proven guilty.
This case was investigated by the Department of Veterans Affairs, Office of Inspector
General, the Internal Revenue Service Criminal Investigation, and the Tampa Police
Department. It will be prosecuted by Assistant United States Attorney Sara C. Sweeney.
This service is provided to you at no charge by Veterans Affairs Office of Inspector
General fOIGX

Now, let's address the double standard that exists at the VBA.

Employees face the daily threat of performance improvement plans (PIPs) and other adverse
actions to include termination for not meeting their performance standards or disciplinary actions
for conduct issues.
As to discipline, employees have been charged with "poor judgment" and "a lack of candor."
The past three years have been cluttered with failed VBA leadership, processes, technology, data
manipulation, retaliation of employees, and outright lies. However, the senior executives,
directors, middle management, and supervisors who have failed the veterans they swore to serve,
are still doing the same things with the same results. Albert Einstein defines it this way,
"Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results."
Sometimes, there is an article that captures the crux of the double standard at the VBA.
•

Contrary to the fervent wishes of a growing legion of critics, including members of
Congress on both sides of the aisle and many high-profile veterans' advocates, Allison
Hickey, the brigadier general and undersecretary for benefits at the Department of
Veterans Affairs, still has her job at VA.
• But she needs to go.
• Rickey's been under fire for years over the Veteran Benefits Administration's (VBA)
inadequate benefits system and tragically ongoing backlog of unprocessed veteran
disability claims. Members of Congress have reportedly caught Hickey telling alleged
half-truths more than once, and have urged President Obama to remove her from the
position she's held since June 2011.
• In March 2013, Rep. Jeff Miller (R-FL), who chairs the House Committee on Veterans'
Affairs (HVAC), called for Hickey to resign from her VBA post.
• "I don't think she's equipped to handle the problems that exist out there," Miller told the
Center for Investigative Reporting last year. "I think she is overwhelmed, and I would
call for a replacement."
• One of Hickey's more egregious actions, or inactions, if you will, is her virtual dismissal
of Gulf War Illness as a real condition.
As the Military Times reported last year, after the Institute of Medicine recommended
that VA use the term "Gulf War illness" (GWI) to describe the myriad of symptoms
affecting more than 200,000 Gulf War veterans, Hickey said in an email that that
changing the name from Chronic Multisymptom Illness (CMI) to GWI "might imply a
causal link between service in the Gulf and poor health which could necessitate
legislation for disability compensation for veterans who served in the Gulf."
Veteran advocate quickly and rightly attacked Hickey's remark, saying it reflects VA's
ongoing cynical efforts to avoid acknowledging that Gulf War Illness is real because it
would open the door to tens of thousands of new disability claims.
• In May of this year, the Washington Post reported that when the American Legion, the
nation's largest veterans group, called for the resignation of VA Secretary Eric Shinseki,
the Legion also urged the President to oust Hickey.

As Nextgov.com reports, VBA employees and the VA's Inspector General (IG) told the
House committee that Rickey's department changed dates on claims to make them appear
new, manipulated data, and misplaced and possibly shredded thousands of claims
documents.
But while several top execs at VA have been ousted, Hickey has somehow managed to
hold on to her vitally important position. Last month, she appeared before the HVAC and
was summarily grilled by lawmakers. At the hearing, Hickey looked defensive and at
times overwhelmed.
Hickey said at the hearing that the disability claims backlog dropped 55 percent from a
peak of 611,000 in March 2013 to 275,000 on July 14. But Miller said he had no faith in
Hickey's veracity. "I don't believe anyone [from VBA] is telling me the truth about the
claims backlog," Miller said.
Glenn Bergmann, a partner at Bergmann & Moore, a law firm that solely represents
veterans with appealed disability claims at VA, said his firm has been disappointed with
VBA's claims initiatives over the last two years.
"Those in charge seem to have forgotten that the VA claims system was set up to be
paternalistic and pro-veteran," Bergmann said. "In the rush to deal with backlog issues,
quality has severely suffered. VA's own IG reports invariably spell failure. It is a sad state
of affairs."
Mike Zachea, a combat-wounded, medically retired Marine Lt Col. and respected
veterans advocate, said Hickey has "no credibility" with Congress or with veterans. "She
is the visible person most directly responsible for the VA benefits fiasco - the buck
should stop with her, but for some reason, of all the officials, she has gotten a pass," he
said.
Zachea added that just this past month, more than 200,000 "e-claims" filed by veterans
expired because of the VA's failure to work through them. Zachea said Hickey's tenure
has been an "unmitigated disaster. This expiration of 200,000 claims should be enough to
fire her. It is a failure, and failure is not acceptable. It is a lack of leadership, and a lack of
integrity. In the military, she would have been sacked. A commander would lose
confidence in her ability to lead."
Clearly, it's time for a new leadership at VBA. In a petition demanding that Hickey be
removed, Faatimah Sabir, the wife of Sgt. Bilal Sabir, a decorated Vietnam veteran, said
her husband has been fighting to get a decision on his VA benefits claim for more than
eight years.
"Many military heroes have died, many VA claims have been destroyed, many VA
employees have violated employment rules and regulations while under the supervision
of this woman," Sabir writes. "Few have been held accountable, especially directors,
managers, and supervisors. How many more of our military heroes have to die, never
receive benefits they're entitled to, and struggle to find housing, good medical care, and
employment under this wicked, uncaring, impersonal, unsympathetic
General?" COMMENTARY: Allison Hickey Should Resign! VA's Under Secretary for
Benefits Has Lost the Trust of America's Veterans! The Reno Dispatch, August 26, 2014

Now, let's analyze the numbers from the August 25,2014 Monday Morning Workload
Report (MMWR) and see what is really happening with the VBA backlog.
The MMWR of May 2, 2013 showed that the backlog percentage was 69.7. The neglect of the
front end of the claims process continues to bleed into the backlog as these MMWR numbers
show. The hidden EP 930s are also added.
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Local 520 will continue to report on EP 930s. Since VBA is using EP 934 to identify provisional
ratings, these claims should be reported separately. The EP 400s associated with them should
also be reported, as well as the EP 020s that were converted to new claims when additional
evidence was received associated with the provisional rating decisions that were previous issued.
Here is the AFGE Local 520's weekly consistency study in reducing the overall and backlog
workload using 8 weeks of data. The backlog has been reduced by a total of 3 631 claims. The
numbers have increased and decreased during this time.
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Non-Rating Workload
The non-rating workload increased by 152,859 since March 2, 2013 and they have been climbing
ever since.
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Here is the VBA's fix for the EP 130s.
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"Dependency Claims Contract - ... The contract calls for 40,000 dependency claims to be
processed per month when operating at full capacity. The contractor is currently ramping up to
that capacity." (Emphasis Added) Witness Testimony of The Honorable Allison A. Hickey,
Under Secretary for Benefits, Veterans Benefits Administration, U.S. Department of
Veterans Affairs, Evaluation of the Process to Achieve VBA Goals, July 14, 2014
As we mentioned in our last correspondence, this is ridiculous and is borderline insanity. The
contract started in April 2014. Here are the dependency numbers for the past week according to
theMMWRof August 23, 2014. How is that contract working for VBA? When will the
contractors reach full capacity? Or will this be a repeat of the other contract failures and the mail
eventually returned back to employees at the ROs for processing?
AFGE Local 520 will continue to monitor the progress of EP 130s on a weekly basis. It
increased 340 claims from the previous week.
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However, another point that should interest ALL is 70.2 are over 125 days. The "over 125 days"
optic is misleading. Ask VBA how many of these claims are over 1 year old?
HOW LONG MUST VETERANS WAIT FOR MONIES DUE THEM BECAUSE ANOTHER
"QUICK FIX" IS NOT WORKING?
APPEALS
Here are the current numbers according to the MMWR report as of August 23, 2014 data. The
number of appeals is 280,297. This is a 30,483 increase since March 2,2013. This does not
account for the number of appeals that will be filed once the provisional ratings are complete and
the number of Notice of Disagreement (NOD) that are still on the bench in VA Regional Offices
because they have not been inserted in the Appeals game.
DATES
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8/18/2014
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279,773
280,297
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This does not account for the appeals at the Board of Veterans Affairs and the Court of Appeals
for Veterans Claims (CAVC).

As a footnote, there is a hearing scheduled by the House Committee on Veterans Affairs,
Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations (O&I) titled, Metrics, Measurements and
Mismanagement in the Board of Veterans' Appeals on September 10, 2014.
HOW LONG MUST VETERANS WAIT FOR A DECISION ON THEIR APPEALS
BECA USE THERE IS NO PLAN TO FIX THE PROBLEM?
Now, let's take a look at the total VBA workload as reported on the MMWR as of August 25,
2014 minus the numerous work items that are reported, but consumes many hours of direct labor.
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We sign off this week with quotes from Albert Einstein that apply to VBA.
*J* "If you can't explain it simply, you don't understand it well enough."
<» "We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them."
»J» "Whoever is careless with the truth in small matters cannot be trusted with important
matters."
*> "It has become appallingly obvious that our technology has exceeded our humanity."
* "The world is a dangerous place to live; not because of the people who are evil, but
because of the people who don't do anything about it."

Therefore, AFGE Local 520 will continue to safeguard the public interest and contribute to the
effective conduct of public business as required by law.
We will also continue to chime in weekly on this most critical subject with objective evidence"
because Veterans have earned the right to have a claims processing system that works for ALL of
them and employees can only effectively serve them if they are provided with the
LEADERSHIP. PROCESSES. PEOPLE SYSTEMS AND WORKPLACE CULTURE that are
conducive to providing timely and accurate decisions.

Ronald Robinson
President
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(803) 239-7682 (Cell)
rbnsnrnldfgivahoo.com
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